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Abstract The BP-calculus is a formalism based on the π-calculus and
encoded in WS-BPEL. The BP-calculus is intended to specificaly model
and verify Service Oriented Applications. One important feature of SOA
is the ability to compose services that may dynamically evolve along
runtime. Dynamic reconfiguration of services increases their availability, but puts accordingly, heavy demands for validation, verification, and
evaluation. In this paper we formally model and analyze dynamic reconfigurations and their requirements in BP-calculus and show how reconfigurable components can be modeled using handlers that are essential
parts of WS-BPEL language.
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Introduction

In service-oriented computing (SOC), the correct composition of basic services is
a key task and remains unsolved. The problem with industry-proposed languages
for orchestration of Web services such as the standard WS-BPEL is their lack of
formal semantics and compositionality. The BP-calculus [3] is a π-calculus based
formalism encoded in WS-BPEL that has been developed with the intention to
provide verification and analysis by mean of model-checking and automatic WSBPEL code generation.
We follow this branch of research to study dynamic reconfigurations of BPprocesses representing composable services. Services are self-adaptive and have to
react to changes in the environment they are running in. An adaptive behaviour
of a software or the need for high availability are the main motivations for
dynamic reconfiguration. Dynamic reconfiguration provide a mechanism in order
to meet these business requirements. A key issues for dynamic configuration
requirements is the preservation of application integrity and correctness, e.g.
components involved in reconfiguration must remain mutually consistent and
formal verification must assert that no behavioral invariants get violated through
the structural change. In [15], it has been highlighted that more research is
required on dynamic reconfiguration of dependable services, and especially on
its formal foundations, modelling and verification to cope with the application
integrity and correctness requirement. It is the main motivation of this paper.

Contributions: Although WS-BPEL has not been designed to cope with dynamic
reconfiguration, some of its features such as scopes and termination and event
handlers can be used for this purpose [14]. In this paper, after having provided a
complete formal specification in the BP-calculus (see Section 2) of all WS-BPEL
handlers, we use this approach to model dynamic reconfiguration of complex
applications involving dynamic reconfiguration in order to enable their formal
analysis. Requirements that must be insured in presence of dynamic reconfiguration can then be expressed by mean of the BP-logic (see Section 2.2), opening
the way to a formal verification by using existing model-checker such as the
HAL Toolkit [8]. Once the verification achieved, as BP-processes are encoded in
WS-BPEL, it is easy to proceed to the automatic generation of the WS-BPEL
code implementing the dynamic reconfiguration. We illustrate our approach on
a significant case study drawn from [14].
Related works: The work in [15] motivates the need for a formalism for the modelling and analysis of dynamic reconfiguration of dependable real-time systems.
Capabilities of two home-made calculi W ebπ∞ [17] and CCSdp and those of
well-established formalisms namely the asynchronous π-calculus ([10], [4]) and
VDM [6] are evaluated.
In [14] and [2] a case study is described using the BPMN notation [5] and
formalizations by mean of the W ebπ∞ and the asynchronous π-calculus are discussed. Finally a BPMN design of the case study is translated to produce a
WS-BPEL implementation. However the BPMN notation lacks of formal analysis while the W ebπ∞ formalism lacks of tools to process automatic verification.
Other works exploring how dynamic configuration may be implemented in BPEL
are [16] or [13]. The present work can be considered as the continuation of the
π-calculus based study, taking advantage of the existence of tools and automatic
generation of the corresponding WS-BPEL code.
Samples of other approaches are presented in [11] and [9]. In [11], the authors use Reo, a channel-based coordination language, to model reconfiguration
as a primitive and analyze it using formal verification techniques. A full implementation of the approach in a framework that includes tools for the definition,
analysis, and execution of reconfigurations, and is integrated with two execution
engines for Reo, is also provided.
In [9] authors present an architecture-oriented model for dynamic reconfiguration that paves the way for the definition of ADLs that are able to address
the specification of dynamic architectural characteristics of service-oriented applications. A mathematical model that can be used as a semantic domain for
service-oriented architectural description languages is presented.
Organization of the paper: The rest of the article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we recall the syntax and semantics of the BP-calculus focusing on
handlers and the BP-logic. We use this formalism to model dynamic reconfiguration in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the case study and formalize its
functional requirements with the BP-logic to illustrate our approach. Finally,
Section 5 contains conclusions and directions for future work.

Terms:
t ::= x
(variables)
| a
(names)
| u
(value)
| (t1 , . . . tk )
(tuple)
Correlation Set:
C ::= null | C[x̃ ← ũ]
(correlation set)
Service:
Serv ::= P
(service)
| [C : R]c(x̃).P
(instance spawn)
R ::= null | R|P
(running instances)
Process:
P, Q ::= IG
(input guard)
| ct hM i.P
(annotated output)
| τ.P
(silent action)
| P |Q
(parallel composition)
| P .c(M ) Q
(sequential composition)
| if M = N then P else P (conditional)
| S
(scope)
Guarded choice :
IG ::= 0
(empty process)
| c(u).P
(input)
| IG + IG0
(guarded choice)
| [x̃ ← f (M1 , ..., Mn )]IG (function evaluation)
Scopes :
S ::= {x̃,
(scope)
Q P, H}
H ::= i Wi (Pi1 , · · · , Pini )
(handlers)
Table1. BP-calculus Syntax
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The BP-calculus and the BP-logic

The main motivation behind the BP-calculus is to provide a rigourous framework
for the formal verification and automatic generation of WS-BPEL processes. For
this reason it is very close to WS-BPEL language, providing ways to model most
of BPEL constructs. Its syntax is inspired by the applied π-calculus [1]. It also
allows to model correlation mechanisms that are in the core of WS-BPEL by
mean of a dedicated spawn operator.
We let x̃ = (x1 , ..., xn ), (resp. ã = (a1 , ..., am ), ũ = (u1 , ..., um )) range over
the infinite set of n-tuples of variables (resp. name, value). We denote x̃ ← ũ the
assignment of values ũ to variables x̃. The syntax is summarized in Table 1.
We briefly explain the meaning of the most significant operators together
with their intended interpretation.
Serv denotes the whole defined process (service) and P, Q, . . . , processes
(activities) that may occur within the main service. We syntactically distinguish
between them since a whole service may be spawned due to correlation mechanisms while an activity within a process may not. This distinction is conform to
the WS-BPEL specification. However, in the sequel, we often use the word “pro-

cess” for both entities. IG is an input guarded process and IG + IG0 behaves
like a guarded choice and is intended to be translated by the <pick> element of
WS-BPEL language.
P .c(M ) Q expresses a sequential composition from process P passing M to Q
(Q can perform actions when P has terminated). M carries binding information
between proccesses P and Q. This construct allows to easily mimic the WSBPEL’s element <sequence>.
Concerning the correlation mechanism, one of the most important element is
the definition of correlation set C. It is a set of specific valued variables within a
scope acting as properties and transported by dedicated parts of a message. Its
values, once initiated, can be thought of as an identity of the business process
instance. Intuitively, [C : R]c(x̃).P (Instance spawn) represents an orchestration
service running a process defined as c(x̃).P . A reception of a message M over the
dedicated channel c causes a new service instance (defined as P ) to be spawned.
The process R represents the parallel composition of service instances already
spawned, C the correlation set characterizing instances. Note the way the only
admitted recursion is obtained by mean of spawned services. This is to conform
to the BPEL specification.
The other main feature is the definition of scopes. A scope is a wrapper for
variables, a primary activity and handlers represented as contexts.
n
Q
If S ::= {x̃, P, H} is a scope, with handlers H ::=
Wi (Pi1 , · · · , Pini ) then,
i=0

– x̃ are the local variables of the scope, and P its primary activity,
– H is the parallel composition of handlers Wi . Each handler is a wrapper
for a tuple of processes Pb = (P1 , . . . , Pn ) corresponding to the activities the
handler has to run when invoked.
– Wi (Pi1 , · · · , Pini ) is the process obtained from the multi-hole context
Wi [·]1 · · · [·]ni by replacing each occurrence of [·]j with Pij .
It has also to be noted how expressing handlers in term of primitives, simplifies a lot the specification. They are indeed considered as context where the
designer has only to provide the processes to “fill” the holes and other parameters such as the kind of faults or events that are involved. This approach not
only eases the specification of complex processes, but allows for an automatic
mapping to well-formed BPEL-processes with a complete set of handlers.
Interested readers will find a description of operational semantics of the language in Appendix A.
2.1

Handlers

The WS-BPEL specification defines four sorts of handlers summarized as follows:
Fault Handler Faults signaled by the <Throw> element are caught by the fault
handler. The <catch> element allows handling a fault specified by a fault
name while the <catchAll> element catches any signaled fault.

Event Handler Event handlers defines the activities relative events such as an
incoming message or a timeout. Event Handlers are invoked concurrently
with the scope, if the corresponding event occurs.
Compensation Handler If defined the compensation handler contains the activity to be performed in the case where under certain error conditions; some
previous actions need to be undone.
Termination Handler After terminating the scope’s primary activity and all
running event handler instances, the scope’s (custom or default) termination
handler is executed.
Below, the semantics associated with each of these handlers and with the
whole scope:
Handlers wrappers The following semantics is widely inspired and adapted
from [12]. Note that for all these handlers, throw, eni , disi are bound names to
the whole system. They are communication channels between processes.
Fault Handler Given a tuple of faults (x̃) related to a tuple of processes Pb =
(P1 , . . . , Pn ) the code for the fault handler is:
WF H (Pb) ::= enf h ().

X

xi (ỹ).(throw

inv




hi | Pi ) . y1 inv hi | y inv
f h hi + disf h ()

i

A fault handler is enabled using enf h channel. The fault handler uses a guarded
sum to execute an activity Pi , associated with the triggered fault (i). After
executing the associated activity, it then signals its termination to the activating
process on the channel y1 and to the scope on channel yf h . If necessary, the fault
handler is disabled using disf h channel. In WS-BPEL, internal faults are signaled
using the <throw> activity.
Event Handler Given a tuple of events (x̃) related to a tuple of processes Pb =
(P1 , . . . , Pn ) the code for the event handler is:
WEH (Pb) ::= (ν x̃) eneh ().

Y
i


Y

!xi (ỹ).z i hỹi + diseh ()) |
(zi (ũ).Pi )
i

An event handler enables itself using eneh channel, then waits for a set of events
on channels (x̃) each of them associated with an event. When the event occurs,
the associated activity Pi is triggered by a synchronization on channel zi . It is
a typical usage of the pick construct. The event handler is disabled using diseh
channel.
Compensation Handler Let P1 be the scope activity and PC the compensation
activity, the compensation handler is modeled by:


inv
WCH (P1 , PC ) ::= ench (). z(ỹ).(CC(P1 , ỹ) | throw hi)+instch ().(z(ỹ).PC | y inv
ch hi)

where :
Y

CC(P1 , ỹ) =

z0

inv

hỹi

z 0 ∈Sn (P1 )

compensate children scopes (through channels in Sn (P1 )) of activity P1 .
A compensation handler associated with a scope z is first installed at the
beginning of the scope through an input on channel instch (y inv
ch signals this
installation); it then process its compensation activity PC . If the compensation handler is invoked but not installed, it signals the termination of the scope
activity through channel throw and performs children compensation (CC). In
WS-BPEL, the compensation handler is invoked using the <compensate> activity.
Termination Handler To force the termination of a scope, we first disable it’s
event handlers and terminate primary activity and all running event handler
instances. Then the custom or default <terminationHandler> for the scope, is
run [18]. The formal model is as follows:
inv

WT H (PT ) ::= term(ũ). diseh hi | oinv hỹi | (PT | throw

inv

hi)



A termination handler is invoked by the terminating scope using channel term.
It disables the event handler using channel diseh and terminates scope’s primary
activity using channel o. Then custom or default termination process PT is run.
Scope Finally, putting all this together leads to the following semantics where
the scope is represented by a hole context. Only the scope activity A must be
provided by the designer.
Scope ::= (ν throw, eneh , enf h , ench , disf h , instch , diseh , term)
d
d
WEH (A
eh ) | WF H (Af h ) | WCH (P1 , PC ) | WT H (PT )
| (eneh h i.enf h h i.ench h i)
| (A|th i)
| c().(diseh h i.disf h h i | instch h i.termh i) | yeh ().yf h ().ych ()

| (xz ().(throwh i | disf h h i) + t().ch i)

– (eneh h i.enf h h i.ench h i): enables handlers
– (A|th i) indicates normal termination by an output on channel t
– c().(diseh h i.disf h h i | instch h i.termch h i) : in case of normal termination,
disables event and fault handlers, installs compensation handler and runs
termination handler.
– (xz ().(throwh i | disf h h i) + t().ch i) : scope can receive a termination signal
on xz from its parents, or terminate normally by receiving a signal on t.
– yeh ().yf h ().ych () : channels used to indicate termination of handlers.
– PT is the termination process.
– PC is the compensation activity.

2.2

The BP-logic

We close these preliminaries by briefly recalling the BP-logic. Its syntax is a slight
variant of the π-logic [7]. Its semantics is interpreted on labelled X-transition
systems and it is given by the following grammar :
φ ::= true | X | ∼ φ | φ & φ0 | EX{µ}φ | EF φ | EF {χ}φ
W
where µ is a BP -calculus action and χ could be µ, ∼ µ, or i∈I µi and I is a
finite set. EX{µ}φ is the strong next, while EF φ means that φ must be true
sometimes in a possible future. The meaning of EF {χ}φ is that validity of φ
must be preceded by the occurrence of a sequence of actions χ. Some useful dual
operators are defined as usual: φ ∨ φ, AX{µ}φ, < µ > φ (weak next), [µ]φ (dual
of weak next), AGφ (AG{χ}) (always).
Explicit interpretation of the termination predicate X is that P satifies X iff
P terminates; which is denoted P X. The formal definition of X is :
α

P X and P −→Q ⇒ QX
Additional rules induced by this predicate in the operational semantics are given
in Table 3 of Appendix A.

3
3.1

Formalizing dynamic reconfiguration
Dynamic reconfiguration

Dynamic reconfiguration can easily be coped with using handlers [14]. The regions to be reconfigured have to be represented by scopes so that they could
contain adequate termination and event handlers, and be triggered or finished
in a clean way.
So, each scope (i.e. region) will be associated with appropriate termination
and event handlers. These handlers allow the the transition phase to take place:
The new region has to be triggered by the event handler while the old region will
be then terminated by the termination handler. Event handlers run in parallel
with the scope body; so the old region can be terminated separately while the
event handler brings the new region into play.
This is formalized by modeling the system W orkf low as a sequence of an
entering region (Renter ), followed by the transition region (T R), itself followed
by the finishing region (Rf inish ). Thus,
W orkf low = Renter . T R . Rf inish
T R is modeled as a scope with an event handler WEH (PE1 ). In case the
change configuration event is triggered, the scope corresponding to the new region is launched, while the first activity corresponding to the old region is terminated by calling its termination handler. Let Rold and Rnew be respectively
the old and the new region, both in T R. Thus T R is modeled as follows:

T R = {x̃, Rold , H1 } where
H1 = WF H (PF1 )|WEH (PE1 )|WCH (PC1 )|WT H (PT1 )
PE1 = change().Rnew
Rnew = {ỹ, Pnew , H2 }.
H2 = WF H (PF2 )|WEH (PE2 )|WCH (PC2 )|WT H (PT2 )
PT2 = term().Rold
PFi , PEi , PCi and PTi are activities respectively associated with fault, event,
compensation and termination handlers of the ith scope. The main activity of
the transition region T R is the old region Rold and is processed first, unless the
change event is triggered, in which case the new region is processed. PE1 is the
activity associated with the event handler in charge of triggering Rnew by mean
of channel change. The charge of terminating the old region is devoted to process
WT H (PT1 . Rnew is itself a scope with a main activity Pnew and handlers H2 .
This definition acts as a template for any dynamic reconfiguration scheme.
Designers need only to fulfil holes, represented by processes PX in each handler,
to adapt it to their needs.
3.2

Expressing Requirements

Requirements can be expressed as structural and/or behavioral properties that
ensure the system’s consistency. They are invariants of the system and one must
ensure that they are not violated. One must ensure, for instance, that whatever
is the used procedure, the result is the same and the logical processing order
is respected. This is an example of structural and behavioral invariant since it
makes assumptions on the state of the system. We may express this property
by the following generic formula where x and y are channels that respectively
trigger entering and finishing regions:
AG{{x().Renter }true ∧ EF {y().Rf inish }true}
The EF {χ}φ operator of the BP-logic allows us to express precedence properties. If R1 and R2 are some regions that must be processed in this order, one
can formalize it like this:
EF {{x()R1 }true} {y()R2 }true
One may be interested in termination of processes. In this case the X operator
is useful: RX.

4

The Case Study

In order to illustrate our approach, we use here the same case study presented
in [14]. This case study describes dynamic reconfiguration of an office workflow
for order processing that is commonly found in large and medium-sized organizations.

4.1

Dynamic reconfiguration of office workflow

A given organisation handles its orders from existing customers using a number
of activities arranged according to the following procedure:
1. Order Receipt: an order for a product is received from a customer.
2. Evaluation: An inventory check on the availability of the product and a
credit check on the customer are performed that use external services. If
both the checks are positive, the order is accepted for processing; otherwise
the order is rejected.
3. Rejection: if the order is rejected, a notification of rejection is sent to the
customer and the workflow terminates.
4. If the order is to be processed, the following two activities are performed
concurrently:
(a) Billing: the customer is billed for the total cost of the goods ordered
plus shipping costs.
(b) Shipping: the goods are shipped to the customer.
5. Archiving: the order is archived for future reference.
6. Confirmation: a notification of successful completion of the order is sent to
the customer.
In addition, for any given order, Order Receipt must precede Evaluation,
which must precede Rejection or Billing and Shipping.
After some time, managers decide to change the order processing procedure,
so that Billing is performed before Shipping (instead of performing the two
activities concurrently). During the transition interval from one procedure to the
other, some requirements (invariants) must be met and are presented in Section
4.3.
4.2

The model in BP-calculus

The Renter region contains order reception and evaluation( Creditcheck and
InventoryCheck operations) and is not detailed here. In the same manner, the
Rf inish region contains Archiving and Conf irmation and are not detailed here.
We focus on the transtion region T R.
To model T R, we only need to provide the structure of processes Pnew , Rold ,
PT1 and PT2 to complete the template designed in Section 3.1.
Rold = BillShip().(Bill customer, order | Ship customer, order)
PT1 = term1 ()
Pnew = BillShip().term1 .(Bill customer, order  Ship customer, order)
PT2 = term2 ()

Regions are invoked using the BillShip channel. In the old region, billing
and shipping are processed concurrently, while in the new region this is done
sequentially. When the new region is invoked, it begins disabling the old region
by invoking its termination Handler using channel term1 .

4.3

Formalizing requirements

Key concerns raised from dynamic configuration and discussed in introduction
(Section 1) can be formalized in BP-logic. Concerning the case study some of its
requirements have been pointed out in [14]. They could be stated as follows:
1. The result of the billing and shipping process for any given order should not
be affected by the change in procedure.
2. All orders accepted after the change in procedure must be processed according to the new procedure.
The first requirement means that whatever region chosen, an order is billed,
shipped then archived. We can model this as follows:
AG{{Billship()}true ∧ EF {Bill order}true ∧ EF {Ship order}true}
The last requirement means that after a signal has been received on channel
change, the termination handler of the old region is invoked. This may be modeled by the following formula:
AG{{change()}true ∧ EF {term1 }true}
In order to check the terminaison of the whole process the formula is as follows:
W orkf lowX

5

Discussion and future work

In this work, we have shown a high-level approach for modeling and verifying
dynamic reconfigurations of WS-BPEL services. We have expressed their requirements in the BP-logic in order to verify them with reliable existing tools
such as Mobility Workbench or the HAL Toolkit.
For the future works, we are currently working on the implementation of a
complete tool for analysis and verification of WS-BPEL specifications by means
of the BP-calculus and the BP-logic. Another long term objective is to formally
prove that our language allows for a sound automatic generation of WS-BPEL
code.
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A

Operational semantics of the BP-calculus

The operational semantics of the BP-calculus is a labelled transition system
generated by inference rules given in Table 2.

a(u)

ahui

P −→P 0 a6=u

OPEN

{u,P,∅} −→P 0

ahui

P −→P 0 Q −→Q0 u6∈f n(P )
τ
P |Q−→{u,P 0 |Q0 ,∅}

CLOSE

ahui

α

P →P 0 n6∈f n(α)∪bn(α)
α
{n,P,∅}→{n,P 0 ,∅}

RES
OUT

τ

τ.P →P

IN

chM i

ct hM i.P → P
α

TAU

c(M )

c(x).P → P {M/x}
α

0

PAR

P →P bn(α)∩f n(Q)=∅
α
P |Q→P 0 |Q

CHOICE

IGi i→ Pi i∈{1,2}
α
IG1 +IG2 →Pi

SCO

P →P 0
α
{x,P,H}→{x,P 0 ,H}

α

SYNC

P →P Q→Q0
τ
P |Q →P 0 |Q0

DEF

P {ỹ/x̃} → P 0 A(x̃)=P
α
A(x̃) → P 0

HAN

H →H 0
α
{x,P,H}→{x,P,H 0 }

c t hi

0

α

α

α

α

α

P →P 0 Q→Q0
τ
{x1 ,P,H1 }|{x2 ,Q,H2 } →{x1 ,P 0 ,H1 }|{x2 ,Q0 ,H2 }

SPAR

α

α

IFF-M

Q→Q0 M 6=N
α
if (M =N ) then P else Q → Q0

SEQ2

P → 0 Q → Q0
τ
P c(M ) Q→Q0

IFT-M

P →P 0 M =N
α
if (M =N ) then P else Q→P 0

EVAL

M̃ =f (M1 ,...,Mn ) P {M̃ /x̃}→P 0
α
[x̃←f (M1 ,...,Mn )]P →P 0

SEQ1

P →P 0
α
P c(M ) Q→P 0 c(M ) Q

C-SP1

Serv0 →Serv00 Serv=cA (x̃).A(ỹ)
α
[C:R|Serv0 ]cA (x̃).A(ỹ)→[C:R|Serv00 ]cA (x̃).A(ỹ)

α

chM i

α

c(M )

α

C-SPT

createInstance(M )=true [z̃←ũ]=correlationP art(M )
[null:0]cA (x̃).A(ỹ)

C-SPF

cA (M )

→

[[z̃←ũ]:A(ũ)]cA (x̃).A(ỹ)

createInstance(M )=true [z̃←ũ]=corrP art(M ) [z̃←ũ]6∈C Serv=cA (x̃).A(ỹ)
[C:R]cA (x̃).A(ỹ)

cA (M )

→

[C,[z̃←ũ]:R|A(ũ)]cA (x̃).A(ỹ)

Table2. Operational semantics of the BP-calculus.

TER1
TER5

0X
P X QX
(P c(M ) Q)X

TER2

PX
τ.P X

TER3

PX
c(ũ).P X

TER4

PX
ct hM i.P X

TER6

P X QX
(P | Q)X

TER7

PX
{n,P,∅}X

TER8

PX
{x̃, P, H}X

Table3. Operational semantics induced by X predicate.

